Multidegenerate DNA recognition by the OxyR transcriptional regulator.
The Escherichia coli OxyR protein, a regulator of hydrogen peroxide-inducible genes, is a potent stimulator of transcription in its oxidized form but not in its reduced form. OxyR protein purified in its oxidized form was found to bind four of its non-homologous, functional DNA-binding sites with over 10(6)-fold higher affinity than random DNA sequences. A similarly high DNA binding specificity was observed for the reduced (transcriptionally inactive) form of OxyR, consistent with a model in which the OxyR protein is bound to its recognition sequences even in the absence of an oxidative stress. Alignment of five functional OxyR-binding sites revealed a marked lack of perfectly conserved positions, yet an unusually high number of degenerate homologies (positions at which only two of the four possible base pairs are represented). Methylation interference assays on two OxyR-binding sites showed that OxyR contacts its recognition sequences predominantly at positions of degenerate homology. These results suggest that the OxyR protein specifically recognizes seemingly dissimilar sequences through the use of a multidegenerate recognition code. The chemical basis for a plausible degenerate recognition system is discussed.